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No Gravity
no atmosphere
no liquids here
floating child

up and down
round and round
floating child

out of fear
present here
floating child

no gravity

Performed by Electric Enemy
Spoken words: Pako Soull Kool
Vocal: Ole Højer Hansen
Lyrics by Pako Soull Kool & Ole Højer Hansen

time to remember
same world - different 
game
parents work to much 
to remember the pain
of growing up without 
love
of growing up without 
love
eating bread and warm 
water
cold inside and some 
blankets
my grandmother always 
made it feel better

don’t worry what you 
don’t have
what you need is here
so don’t give into fear

don’t worry what you 
don’t have
what you need is here
so don’t give into fear

warm water is what 
you need
maybe I’m not there yet
but I’m here now
I’m here now

same world - different 
game
parents work to much 
to remember the pain
of growing up without 
love
growing up without 
love
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No Gravity

no one knows
who you are
Floating child

no one knows
where you’ve been
floating child

no one cares 
if you’re in
floating child

no gravity

I was 5 years old
climbing trees
I wanted to be like 
tarzan
until the day
I swear I could fly
five meters high
I remember being in 
the air - thinking
this is amazing
and then gravity kicked 
in
and I hit the ground
landed straight face
and then nature killed 
sound

wakeup being stitched 
telling to myself
I’m never gonna die
telling to myself
I’m never gonna die

I was 5 years old
climbing trees
I wanted to be like 
tarzan
until the day
I swear I could fly
five meters high
I remember being in 
the air - thinking
this is amazing

no atmosphere
no liquid her
floating child
up and down 
running around
floating child
out of fear
present here
floating child
no gravity
no gravity
no one knows 
who you are
floating child
no one knows
where you’ve been
floating child
no one cares
if you’re in
floating child
no gravity
no gravity
no gravity
no gravity
no one knows
where you’ve been
floating child
no one cares

[continued]
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Out of Here [Out of Love]
Performed by Electric Enemy
Vocals: Ole Højer Hansen

the girl in the corner
drawing lines in the air
to fix her own attention to the man 
in the chair

he could be king, could be God
could be anything she wants
or maybe just an image of the things 
that she haunts

she said:   
hello stranger get me out of here
hello stranger
hello stranger get me out of here
out of here

the lines that she drew
became the path of her life
For homeland and peace like a surgical knife

for sure She got love
attention and blame
the sins of her past consists and remains

she said:    
hello stranger get me out of here
hello stranger  
hello stranger get me out of here
out of here
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Pearl Alley
Performed by Electric Enemy
Spoken words: Ole Højer Hansen

hoovering down Pearl Alley
from a fixed point in my heart
see no reason to go to the ground again
when the absence of weight is so true

glittering stars all over
my planet just below
my troubles about the missing words
has gone in a bubbling flow

I’m back in my mind
among millions of stars

I’m back in my mind
among millions of stars
spinning the wheels 
spinning the wheels
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Free Fall Performed by Electric Enemy
Vocals: Nico Jo
Spoken words: Ole Højer Hansen

[Ole]

as live turns into live
as micro becomes bigger
In needs for air
decisions are made 
on a level
out of range
the breathing of nature
the oxygen cycle
every single lifeform
brands itself with unique power

[Nico Jo]

been a while
since I was here
been a while
since I left you
nothing changed
what a shame
did not save
for the future 

live gains live, gains live
uhh baby

senses gone
damage done
did we smile
when we blew it?

live gains live, gains live
uhh baby

ice cap down
no need for air
on a ride
into darkness

live gains live, gains live
uhh baby
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Sputnik
Performed by Electric Enemy

Performed by Electric Enemy
Vocals: Nico Jo & Ole Højer Hansen

Weightless Poetry

you know where you left me
burnt by the sun 
the causes to force you
are already gone 

I had it
then I lost it

chromatic progressions
is all what I see
a wandering ghost
supposed to be me

I had it
then I lost it
I had it

you used to be faithful
I used to lock up
my rubber-mind told me
to get back on the tracks  

I had it
then I lost it
I had it

let me sing the words inside you
let me be your muse of all
let me close the doors of darkness
and give you back your soul 

let me bring the sense of magic
the songs you used to sing
the spoken and the sung ones
in your weightless poetry

[Nico Jo]

[Ole]
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Performed by Electric Enemy
Vocals: Ole Højer Hansen

No Resistance
the US hates the Russians
for putting first man into space 
Russia hates the Yankees
and all the money in exchange

the teeny hates her mummy
for her better knowing noise
daddy punish daughter
for being mad about the boys

the tiger hates the hunter
the hunter hates his fear
when someone goes to church
he trust that god is near

the monkey tries to learn
how we want him to behave
human wants to earn
put his enemy to slave

If a liar tells he’s lying 
do we think he’s lying still?
do we execute the murderer 
to tell it’s very wrong to kill

teacher dumps the student 
though he didn’t teach her well
the priest on seamansmission
takes the hooker to hotel

can anybody see me
If I never speak
does anybody hear me
when I’m acting like a freak

there’s a buttom line you see
and the one you never knew
there is a way how things could be
and a way they never should

Lift Me
Performed by Electric Enemy
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Cubase 7 + 7.5, Ableton live suite 9 + Push, Native Instruments Komplete 
9 Ultimate + Machine 2.0, Camel Audio Alchemy, ImpOSCar 2.0, Guild, 
Tokai and Fender electric guitars, Ibanez Acoustic bass, U-He Zebra 2, 
FXpansion DCAM: Synth Squad, Shure SM7b, Røde NTK, korg R3, North 
Electro 3, QCon Icon, Zoom H6, M-Audio AxiomPro, Steinberg UR824, 
Wavelab 8, Brainworx Mastering Tools, Maag eq4, SPL Passeq, Noveltech 
vocal enhancer, AAS Lounge Lizard EP-4, Izotope Iris, Izotope Breaktweaker, 
Arturia Analog Classics, Rop Paben eXplorer 2, ART tube MP, Genelec, 
Behritone & Yamaha monitors.

Equipment used on this album

THANKS!!!

A heartfelt thanks goes to my lovely wife Zenia, Nicoline, Ida Gry, 
Andrea, Jonas, Pako, Malte Claudio Lind & Jens Rømer for your 
invaluable help, spirit and cooperation in the process. 
Big hugs to everyone else who contributed to this album.

                                                                         :) Ole

Philosophy of Jumping
Performed by Electric Enemy

the muddy stains on my wall’s
an echo from the past
is about to disappear
no significant signs of pain
no sweepers inside my brain
no friction here

zero point energy

Zero Point Energy
Performed by Electric Enemy
Spoken words: Ole Højer Hansen
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…a few more words

I started Electric Enemy back in 2010, mainly to have an playground for my electronic compositions 
and live-visuals. But also because my birth name become more and more connected to the theatre- 
and filmindustry, as composer and sounddesigner.  
My story with electronic music started around 1978 where i did some scores for experimental short 
movies and modern dance performances with my Arp 2600 and Korg Ms 20 recorded on an analog 
Fostex 4 track 1/4”. Later upgraded to a Tascam 38 [8 tracks on 1/2” tape].
My first soloalbum Transmission was released - on vinyl - in 1985 and my music life is still in progress; 
16 albums and 150 productions (film, theatre, modern dance etc.) later. 
“Zero point Energy” is my 3.rd album with Electric Enemy and even though I’m following my electronic 
heart and spirit from the former E.E. albums: “Close to You” and “Rue de la Republique” - there is a 
close connection to my former instrumental and vocal works, that had to be implemented in this 
album. 
The circle is completed. Not as an end, but as a new beginning.

I hope you like what you hear :)

Warm regards

Ole Højer Hansen

For booking, comments or questions please leave a message on www.dubtrack.com 
or www.facebook.com/electricenemy

listen to more tracks on Soundcloud: www.soundcloud.com/electric-enemy

also check my co-producer ElectricMonday’s great tracks at: 
www.soundcloud.com/electricmonday
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8   Lift Me    [6:21]

5   Sputnik    [8:00]

1   No Gravity    [6:28]  
  Spoken words: Pako Soull Kool - Vocals: Ole Højer Hansen

2   Out of Here [Out of Love]  [7:18]
  Vocals: Ole Højer Hansen

3   Pearl Alley    [6:01]
 Spoken: Ole Højer Hansen

4   Free Fall    [4:48] 
  Vocals: Nico Jo - Spoken: Ole Højer Hansen 

6   Weightless Poetry   [5:35]
  Vocals: Nico Jo & Ole Højer Hansen 

7   No Resistance    [6:28]
  Vocals: Ole Højer Hansen

9   Zero Point Energy     [3:45]
Spoken: Ole Højer Hansen

10 Philosophy of Jumping   [5:49]
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